
Kimetsu no Yaiba Vol. 1 Review: Demon
Slayer Unleashed!
Kimetsu no Yaiba, also known as Demon Slayer, is a Japanese manga
series written and illustrated by Koyoharu Gotouge. The story follows
Tanjiro Kamado, a young boy who joins the Demon Slayer Corps to avenge
his family after they are murdered by a demon. The series has been
adapted into an anime television series, a film, and several video games.
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Plot

Tanjiro Kamado is a kind-hearted boy who lives with his family in the
mountains. One day, his family is attacked by a demon and everyone
except Tanjiro and his sister Nezuko are killed. Nezuko is turned into a
demon, but Tanjiro is spared. He is then recruited by the Demon Slayer
Corps, a group of warriors who fight to protect humanity from demons.

Tanjiro and Nezuko set out on a journey to find a cure for Nezuko's
demonism. Along the way, they meet other Demon Slayers, including
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Zenitsu Agatsuma and Inosuke Hashibira. Together, they face many
challenges and fight against powerful demons.

Characters

Tanjiro Kamado is the protagonist of the series. He is a kind-hearted
and compassionate boy who is determined to avenge his family and
find a cure for Nezuko's demonism.

Nezuko Kamado is Tanjiro's younger sister. She is a kind and gentle
girl who is turned into a demon. Despite her transformation, she retains
her humanity and helps Tanjiro in his fight against the demons.

Zenitsu Agatsuma is a Demon Slayer who is cowardly and afraid of
fighting. However, he is also a skilled swordsman and is able to
overcome his fear when he is protecting others.

Inosuke Hashibira is a Demon Slayer who is a wild and boar-like boy.
He is a skilled fighter and is not afraid of anything.

Art

The art in Kimetsu no Yaiba is beautiful and detailed. The characters are
expressive and the fight scenes are dynamic and exciting. The art style is a
mix of traditional Japanese art and modern anime, which creates a unique
and visually appealing look.

Overall

Kimetsu no Yaiba is an excellent manga series that is sure to please fans of
action, adventure, and fantasy. The story is well-written and the characters
are well-developed. The art is beautiful and the fight scenes are exciting. I



highly recommend this series to anyone who is looking for a great new
manga to read.

Score: 9/10

Additional Information

Kimetsu no Yaiba was first published in Weekly Shonen Jump
magazine in 2016.

The anime television series aired from 2019 to 2020.

The film, Kimetsu no Yaiba: Mugen Train, was released in 2020.

The series has sold over 150 million copies worldwide.

Image Credits:

Tanjiro Kamado: https://kimetsu-no-
yaiba.fandom.com/wiki/Tanjiro_Kamado

Nezuko Kamado: https://kimetsu-no-
yaiba.fandom.com/wiki/Nezuko_Kamado
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Unlocking Financial Peace with Low Risk
Investing: A Comprehensive Guide
In the world of investing, it is often said that there is no such thing as a
sure thing. However, there are certain investment strategies that can help
to minimize risk and...

Oxota: A Captivating Exploration of Love, Loss,
and the Fragility of Life
Victor Pelevin's Oxota is a haunting and atmospheric short novel that
explores the complexities of love, loss, and the fragility of life....
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